COLORGUARD
Hair
Cream
provides intensive conditioning
giving hair softness and shine. It is
a lightweight cream with no
flakiness or greasiness. It is
enriched with sunflower seed
extract, and sunscreen to protect
and extend the life of your hair
color. Leaving hair with a healthy,
natural look.
Directions: Spread an appropriate
amount on damp hair and style as
desired.

COLORGUARD Styling Glaze
provides a lasting hold and
control without flakiness. It
defines texture and enhances
curls with a brilliant shine. It is
enriched with sunflower seed
extract,
which
acts
as
a
free-radical scavenger to protect
your hair color from fading.
Direction: Spread an appropriate
amount on damp hair and atyle
as desired.

COLORGUARD Firmhold Styling
Spritz provides maximum hold and
body for all hair types. Fine spray
mist ensures even distribution.
Dries quickly without any flaking or
stickiness. It is enriched with
sunflower
seed
extract,
and
sunscreen to protect and extend
the life of your hair color.
Directions: Spray onto damp hair
and style as desired. Or use as
final finishing to set style. For
added volume, spray on roots and
blow dry. Rinse dispenser in warm
water if it clogs up.

COLORGUARD Firmhold Hair
Spray is formulated for optimum
styling. It gives brilliant shine,
long
lasting
hold,
easy
shampoo-off,
non-sticky
formulation.
Directions: Spray onto dry or
slightly damp hair for a perfect
hold in seconds.

COLORGUARD Color Conditioner
is a new color protection system
designed to lock in your hair color
and make it last longer. It prevents
coloured / highlighted hair from
fading and discoloration with a
deep
conditioning
treatment,
fortified with amino acids and
wheat protein.
Directions: Pour out sufficient
amount onto hair. Gently massage
throughout the hair shaft and leave
for 2 minutes. Rinse thoroughly.

COLORGUARD Color Shampoo
will gently cleanse your hair while
helping color retain its intensity
and vibrancy for longer, fortified
with amino acids and wheat
protein. It gives your hair more
elasticity, softness and silkiness,
leaving you with natural look and
shine. For optimum results, use
together with COLORGUARD
Color Conditioner.
Directions: Pour out sufficient
amount
onto
hair.
Gently
massage throughout the hair
shaft. Rinse thoroughly.

COLORGUARD Firmhold Styling
Mousse
special
formulation
contains
a
rich
blend
of
conditioners and hair setting
agents to condition and prevent
hair from damage while you style.
Suitable for use with styling
appliances, hot rollers and dryers.
Hair feels soft and manageable.
Best used on colored hair for
vibrant and long lasting colors.
Directions: Shampoo and towel dry
hair. SHAKE CAN WELL BEFORE
USE. Turn nozzle downwards and
depress
to
release
suficient
amount of mousse into your palm.
Apply liberally to hair and comb
through. DO NOT RINSE OUT.
Style as desired.

COLORGUARD Hair Moisturizer
restores the natural moisture of
your hair. It is enriched with
vitamin E and sunflower seed
extract, and sunscreen to protect
and extend the life of your hair
color. Leaving hair with a healthy,
natural look.
Direction : Spread on appropriate
amount on damp hair and style as
desired.

